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Downscaling, audio de-embedding via toslink, edid management, cascade-able, 
stable distribution.  A true 18Gbps distribution amplifier, The AC-DA12-AUHD-GEN2 is ideal 
for all applications where stable distrubution is key. Full 18Gbps and HDR support ensure 
military-grade stability even at the highest bandwidths.

The AC-DA12-AUHD-GEN2 comes with a TOSLINK audio extraction port, as well as a downscaler on HDMI output 
2 from 4K to 1080p, giving you the ability to work around products that are not able to handle a full bandwidth 4K 
signal, like AVRs. There is even a built in “cascade mode” that can be enabled for plug and play compatibility. With this 
distribution amplifier you are already prepared for all 4K formats and some future 8K formats. Use the AC-DA12-AUHD-
GEN2 with confidence in your next bar, restaurant, digital signage, commercial or residential installation and see the 
difference.

®

18Gbps 1x2 Distribution Amplifier Connection Diagram: AC-DA12-AUHD-GEN2
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IN THE BOX:
• AC-DA12-AUHD-GEN2
• 5V Locking Power Supply (100-240v Input)
• Mounting Ears
• Operating Instructions

key benefits

18Gbps Support (4K60 4:4:4): These distribution amplifiers offer the highest available bandwidth to ensure maximum stability in distributed HDMI 
systems, even at higher resolutions.  

Cascading: The AC-DA12-AUHD-GEN2 was designed for cascading. You will not have any concerns cascading these units for several “hops”.  There is 
even a built-in “cascade mode” that can be enabled for plug and play compatibility.

Down-Scaling:  Use this feature for down-scaling 4K HDR Content to 1080P for legacy displays/AVRs while leaving an un-scaled/uncompressed port 
for another display.

Audio Extraction:  Extract audio via Digital Toslink Out (7CH PCM, DD, DD+, DTS, DTS-MA).  This allows you to send digital audio signals to a different 
location. Need to down-mix? Check out the AC-ADM-COTO or AC-ADM-AUHD

Full HDR Support: One often overlooked feature is the ability to maintain the integrity of HDR. We are 100% compatible with HDR and will repeat the 
signal in its full integrity.

EDID Management: Advanced EDID management is on board so you can select from 16 different settings, including cascade mode, auto, and “from 
display”. All of this enhances the ability to get the correct signal throughout the system and ensures communication with any third party device.

Ultra Low-Profile Design: The minimalist design makes these devices even more versatile. Designed to fit in any nook or cranny, you don’t need to 
worry about finding space for the distribution amplifier allowing you to focus on other elements of the job.
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